
 

“How often have I lived through these weeks without paying much 
attention to penance, fasting, and prayer? How often have I missed the 
spiritual fruits of the season without even being aware of it? But how 
can I ever really celebrate Easter without observing Lent? How can I 
rejoice fully in your Resurrection when I have avoided participating in 
your death? Yes, Lord, I have to die—with you, through you, and in 
you—and thus become ready to recognize you when you appear to me 
in your Resurrection. There is so much in me that needs to die: false 
attachments, greed and anger, impatience and stinginess…. I see clearly 
now how little I have died with you, really gone your way and been 
faithful to it. O Lord, make this Lenten season different from the other 
ones. Let me find you again. Amen. “ 
        ...from A Cry for Mercy: Prayers from the Genesee by Henri Nouwen 

 

Pope Francis wrote this when asked about the Season of Lent: 
 

 “Lent is presented to us as a shout of truth and certain hope that comes  to say ‘Yes, it is possible  
to not slap on makeup, and not draw plastic smiles as if nothing happened.’ Yes, it is possible that all is 
made new and different because God remains ‘rich in kindness and mercy, always willing to forgive’ and  
He encourages us to begin anew … time and again.  Again, we are invited to undertake a Paschal road     
toward Life, a path that includes the cross and resignation; a path that will be uncomfortable but not   
fruitless.  We are invited to admit that something inside us is not going well, in society or in the Church,  
so as to change, to turn around, to be converted. 
 Today, the words of the prophet Joel are strong and challenging:  
                          Rend your heart, not your clothing: be converted to the Lord, your God.   
These words are an invitation to all people, nobody is excluded.  
    Rend your hearts so that through this opening we can truly see.   
  Rend your hearts, open your hearts, because only with such a heart can we allow  
  the entry of the merciful love of the Father, who loves us and heals us.   
  Rend your hearts the prophet says, and "be reconciled with God."   
  Rend your hearts to experience, in serene and silent prayer,  
  the gentle tenderness of God. 
  Rend your hearts to hear the echo of so many torn lives,  
  that indifference to suffering does not paralyze us.   
  Rend your hearts to be able to love with the love with which we are beloved,  
  to console with the consolation with which we are consoled and  
  to share what we have received.   
Changing our way of living is both a sign and fruit of a torn heart, reconciled by a love that overwhelms us. 
 The Season of Lent is not only for us, but also for the transformation of our family, of our            
community, of our Church, of our Country, of the whole world.  They are forty days that we may            
convert to the same holiness as God's; that we become collaborators who receive the grace and the       
potential to reconstruct human life so that everyone may experience the salvation which Christ won for   
us by His death and resurrection.  If we are to march to Easter and believe the Kingdom of God is possible 
we need in our hearts a grace that may blossom. We need effective gestures to alleviate the pain of so 
many of our brothers who walk alongside.   
 (Allow Lent) to be an opportunity God gives us to grow and to mature in an encounter with the  
Lord made visible in the suffering face of so many children without a future, in the trembling hands of     
the elders who have been forgotten and in the trembling knees of so many families who continue to face 
life without finding anyone who will assist them.  I wish you a holy Lent, a penitential and fruitful Lent.“  

 

Video to begin your journey into Lent:      http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmhuN7TObuk   
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“Father, how long does Lent Last?”                                 
is a question I often get this time  
of the year. The easiest  answer is chronological: Lent 
extends from Ash Wednesday to Holy Thursday, and 
is followed by the three most solemn days of the 
church’s year, the Sacred Triduum. Perhaps a more 
profound answer to how long Lent lasts is not “forty-
six days,” but rather “until you are perfected.” Lent is 
a season in which Christians take serious steps to  be-
come perfect. 
    The idea of perfection for many is beyond reach, 
because it seems to imply an impossible goal. In 
Matthew 5:48 Jesus says, “You must be made perfect 
as your heavenly Father is perfect.” But no one can 
become as perfect as our heavenly Father. However, 
growth    toward spiritual wholeness is possible. Our 
quest for perfection should be seen as a quest for 
wholeness, so that we will become fully developed, 
complete, with “nothing missing.” In other words, we 
are called to be a better, healthier integrated person 
in our relationship to God. And, Lent is the perfect 
time for this kind of perfecting. 
    This Lent we are called to be dedicated, to give    
ourselves over to God… to give our control of our 
powers and weaknesses. We ask him to accept and 
make holy our abundance and our want, to channel 
our strengths into his good purposes. As we journey 
through this season of Lent we pray seriously that we 
may be more honest with ourselves by heavily        
examining the various areas of our life that needs 
wholeness and require penance. 
    Let us begin our Lenten journey, through the words 
of Rev. Roger Swenson in his book, The Serious       
Season. 

       View this video reflection before you begin  
                        your Lenten Journey:   
      http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbZAdUP8UtY  

    “In this age of renewal, we often look askance at 
Lent. We view it as an  uncomfortable interruption in 
our progress from life as a vale of tears to life as a                  
celebration of resurrection. Lent becomes a cinder in 
the eye of our soul, something  uncomfortable that 
enters our vision at the end of every winter. So we 
quickly look away, straight ahead to the Gospel which 
seems to support our liberated view. Doesn’t Jesus 
warn us not to look glum, not to flaunt our sacrifices 
or perform acts for people to see? Isn’t this the true 
Christian transformation of Joel’s dour call for fasting, 
weeping and mourning?... 
    There are no cinders in God’s eye as he looks 
straight at you and me. “Now is the acceptable time” 
to shine in the eye of God. We must not let our    
modern obsession with ease blind us to the fact that 
we came from ashes and shall end the same way… 
Ash Wednesday reminds us that we haven’t got it 
made, that even in this age of renewal, it is the      
striving that counts. Lent is the season for striving, for 
doing better through sacrifice, for looking death 
straight in the eye. Only through the purification of 
prayer, almsgiving and fasting can we escape the   
hypnotic gaze of the world and stare down the      
baleful eye of death.” 
                              (excerpt from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

Reflect on these two videos for Ash Wednesday: 

     http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmpa00ekOE0 

     http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3L3c23MfC0 

It is hard to see the beggar 

With a cinder in your eye 
 

It is hard to pass the plate by 

When your stomach growls and groans. 
 

It is hard to walk the Stations 

With a stone inside your shoe. 
 

Let the world fill you completely,  

charm your eyes, and heal your wound. 

The world will relieve you.  

For now.  
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Don’t                        
fight  with            
temptation  
… expose it 

   Between the temptations of Jesus in the desert and 
the night in the Garden of Gethsemane when he 
asked the cup of suffering might pass from him 
stretched many months, perhaps three years. We can 
be sure that the temptations depicted in today’s   
Gospel are examples of the kinds of trials Jesus        
endured during his whole life. Most of us prefer to 
think of the temptation of the Son of God as different 
from the mundane urgings to evil with which we 
struggle. This kind of selective meditation distorts our 
picture of our relationship to our Savior. The result is 
a chasm between our experience of life and his. We 
make  Jesus a marble statue on a mountain …. cold 
and aloof; this Jesus is drained of all humanity….    
Jesus did not leave the desert and retire to a pedestal 
on a mountain to return to real life only the day      
before he died. He lived every day right here in our 
world and fought the secret battles that we must 
fight against our inner urgings. 
    However, there is one important difference. He 
won every battle… We lose, not every struggle, but 
enough to disturb us, enough to make us come close 
to giving up on occasion. We cannot take these losses   
lightly. Lent reminds us that temptations, though not 
sinful in themselves, are to be taken seriously. 
    Today, consider your temptations. You know them 
very well… Turn to him now, before evil beckons 
anew. Ask him to be with you in time of temptation. 
He has been there before. He knows the way out. 
                                                (excerpt from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

       First Sunday of Lent 

Reflect on this poignant video this week:                 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b56UN-OqxMU  

  Second Sunday of Lent 

   “On the Mountain of the Transfiguration, that         
remarkable Galilean face changed. The Gospel gives us 
little help in the description department. His face was 
‘dazzling as the sun, ‘changed in appearance.‘,        
‘transfigured.’ We do know that Peter, James and John 
were frightened nearly to death by the radiant clothes, 
the Old Testament specters, the voice from the cloud. 
But I think what scared them most was the change in 
the Master’s features. His wasn’t just another common 
face anymore. They weren’t sure who he was, but he 
wasn’t the comfortable, approachable Jesus. 
   The glory that transfigured Jesus was God giving 
mankind a test. Was the world ready to accept the 
power of divinity walking the earth? No, mankind – at 
least that portion represented by Peter, James and 
John – was not ready, nor will ever be ready in this life 
to contemplate the unveiled nature of God. We must 
put a face on it, a common face, our face. The Father 
made Jesus his human face so that you and I wouldn’t 
be falling into ecstasies every time we saw a selfless 
mother, a generous benefactor, a homeless family 
seeking shelter. Whenever someone in need confronts 
us, whenever a witness to the Gospel gives the gift of 
self, there is the human face of God masking divine 
power, a power we must always seek but which we are 
incapable of assimilating in this dispensation.                       
    As you meditate on the mystery of the                   
Transfiguration, think of those people in whom you 
experience the power of God. Picture their faces — 
remarkable,  irregular, everyday mugs masking divinity. 
If you want to know what Jesus looked like, look at 
them.”                     (excerpt from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

Watch this interesting video:                                                                  

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeQlwc5FpEg  
Got Smart Phone...for videos    Text:   PETER    to    77948 
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    Third Sunday of Lent Fourth Sunday of Lent 
  “In order for Jews to con-
sider themselves Chosen, 
everybody  else had to be 
the unchosen.  A good Jew 
had to avoid even the 
slightest contact with non-
Jews lest he be defiled. A respectable rabbi could not 
even converse familiarly with any woman outside his 
family be she Jew or Gentile. 
   With the smugness that comes from two thousand 
years of supposed enlightenment, we bestow a       
sophisticated smirk upon our spiritual ancestors until 
someone brings us up short. Lent is an appropriate 
time to count your prejudices. Whom do you look 
down upon: blacks, whites, reds, brown, men,     
women, children, elders, hillbillies, easterners, high 
school dropouts, liberals, conservatives, poor people, 
atheists, gays, Catholics, Protestants, the retarded,        
convicts, priests, immigrants, foreigners rednecks, 
white collars? And the list goes on. 
   ‘Groups’ is the key word in any definition of         
prejudice. We stereotype great gobs of   humanity 
because of a flaw we perceive in a single                  
representative. Quite often it isn’t even our own     
experience that twists our attitudes, but a perception 
handed down to us by family or friends. Either way 
the result is the same: _______ people are no good 
because of the actions of one person or a small       
minority. In today’s Gospel, Jesus demonstrates that 
the Samaritan woman is not an ogre – a sinner, yes, 
but not an ogre. 
This lesson is the same one you and I learn when we 
deal with persons one-on-one. Under all the labels 
they are pretty much like us, burdened with their 
own set of  prejudices. They also discover that we are 
not ogres. In human relationships, one-on-one is the 
only way to break down defenses.”                
        (excerpt from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

 

Watch these video reflections:                                                                       

    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWuxdmJ2JDY         

  “Our reluctance to accept the complete message of 
Jesus is evidence of our inability to believe that       
anything good can come from adversity. To continue 
to live with unease, to believe in the fruits of           
adversity seems almost un-American. 
   When Jesus says he will divide families and nations, 
he is stating the obvious. Not everyone will agree 
with his teaching; suspicion, opposition and adversity 
will result. Not that he wills division; rather, as a wise 
observer of human nature he knows what will      
happen. His encouragement of prayer, fortitude and 
faith are meant to strengthen his followers so they 
can endure trials and adversity. 
   In today’s Gospel, consider the evolution of the 
newly-sighted man’s faith as he is confronted with 
the kind of attack most dreaded by a good Jew: a 
cross-examination by the Pharisee. The first to     
question him were plain people like himself.  Who 
opened his eyes? ‘That man they call Jesus,’ (the 
man said). His faith was still latent. It was just a man. 
Then, they took him to the Pharisees…The newly-
sighted man now experienced an increase of faith. 
‘He is a prophet.’ After questioning his parents, the 
Pharisees came back. They made the matter a test of 
the man’s faith in God Almighty. The man refused to 
label Jesus as a sinner, ‘ if this man were not from 
God, he could never have done such a thing.’ 
   Yet, after all this, when Jesus told him that he was 
the Son of Man, the man said ‘I do believe ,Lord’ and 
worshipped him as the Messiah.  Adversity had 
called forth not mere endurance, but growth in faith. 
  Think   of  this   progression  as   you    struggle  with 
your daily crosses.  This Season of Lent, like your life, 
is not something  merely to be endured.  There   is a 
triumph waiting   for  you  at   the   end   of  Lent,   if   
you take advantage  of  the opportunities for  growth   
which always accompany adversity.”                                                                   
  (excerpt from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

 Watch this video this week: 
        http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY7vamVg99E  
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Fifth Sunday of Lent 
  “In the Gospel today, when Jesus tells Martha that 
her brother, Lazarus,  will rise again, she repeats the 
standard formula taught by those Jews who believed 
in a final resurrection. Thereby, Martha’s words       
betray her inability to fathom the mystery that is    
Jesus.  
   In answer (to Martha), Jesus says, ‘I am the resur-
rection and the life.’ He does not promise resurrec-
tion. He does not say resurrection will come through 
him. He does not point to the last day. He says he is 
the resurrection. He is that mystery which conquers 
death. Martha is in the presence of the Resurrection 
and all the lessons she has ever learned, all the    
Scripture passages  she knows by heart, all the      
praying she has ever 
done fall woefully 
short of encompass-
ing the mystery that is 
Jesus. 
   Whoever dies, be-
lieving in the mystery 
that is Jesus, will 
come to life. Whoever is alive and believes shall never 
die… This Jesus who stands before her is the          
completion of the Law and the prophets. He raises all 
belief to the level of personal experience. And he 
transforms the hope for a final resurrection into a 
personal reality. Resurrection begins in the presence 
of Jesus. It can be experienced by the living who come 
close to him. It is this promise fulfilled that Jesus 
speaks of when he asks Martha, and you and me, ‘Do 
you believe this?’ 
When Martha says, ‘Yes, Lord, I have come to believe 
that you are the Messiah, the Son of God,’ she         
responds to the power of Jesus drawing her upward 
into the mystery of his person. Martha has crossed 
over to the uplands where she will see her brother 
alive again. The presence of Jesus, the mystery of    
Jesus, the power of Jesus will make it so… 
Are you still plodding along the path of rote answers 
and simple solutions? To appreciate the real meaning 
of Lent and Easter, you must move to the uplands. 
Christ calls you into his presence, into his now….You 
cannot know the resurrection, you cannot know life, 
until you know him.” (from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

Enjoy watching this video: 

http://www.godtube.com/watch/?v=0JM9JCNU  

  As we enter Holy Week, we are reminded of passion. The 
passion reflected in the crowds that lined the street with 
palm branches singing ‘Hosanna in the highest,’ as the 
week begins and yet that same crowd days later standing 
and jeering as they chose Barabbas. “How quickly the 
emotions of those caught up in the joyous welcome have 
changed to hate. How could those who threw their cloaks 
in his path and those who screamed for his crucifixion be 
the same people? It defies logic. Until we look into our 
own hearts.  
  The Gospel readings for Palm/Passion Sunday compress 
the action. We enter church today singing hosanna, and in 
the space of a few minutes, we join our voices in the ritual 
cry of blood lust. It happens so quickly as a storm sweeps 
across the plain, as quickly as a sunny day returns to 
gloom, as quickly as a pure heart turns to evil. We know it 
happened in Jerusalem as Jesus endured his Passion      
because we know it   happened again and again in our own 
hearts darkened by the storm and passions we seem     
unable to control. 
  Passion Sunday reminds you and me that no matter how 
rock-steady our self-control, no matter how blameless our 
behavior has been, we are vulnerable. Each morning we 
welcome Jesus into our hearts, laying our hopes and good 
intentions before him like so many cloaks on the road to 
Jerusalem. We resolve to make our day a City of God, 
washed with the warm sun of his love. Then, the storm 
clouds gather, irritation, envy, gossip, little things that can 
lead to great evils. Our passions are aroused, our need for 
self- approval or self-gratification overpowers our good 
intentions and the darkness is upon us. How could it      
happen so fast? Look into your own heart. 
  Today begins Christ’s journey to Calvary. We will follow 
him in his agony and recoil at his vulnerability. In your own 
meditations do not overlook your own vulnerability. We 
need the strength and trust of Jesus to survive the swift 
storms of passion that weep over us. They come without 
warning; we cannot outmaneuver them.”                                   
                                          (from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

 

Watch and reflect during Holy Week:  

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fR2YBMkGIOo     

                http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-nQk8kE9kQ      
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    Keeping  Triduum  2014 

   “Peter clung to a belief that Jesus was somehow too 
good or too holy or too powerful to have to submit to the 
evil designs of his persecutors. To Peter’s mind, it was          
impossible that the Master could be so humbled. Even  
today many of us think that Jesus merely donned a cloak 
of humanity and went through the motions of human trial 
and suffering to set an example for the rest of us who are 
mired in the flesh. We pin our hopes on a God who could 
throw off his mantle of flesh at any moment and strike 
dead his tormentors. Perhaps with Peter, ‘You shall never 
wash my feet,’ which means, ‘Come on, I know who you 
really are. You can drop your disguise with me.’ 
   In the Holy Eucharist for Holy Thursday, Jesus makes our 
acceptance of his total and authentic humanity a            
requirement for sharing in his heritage. To be Christian 
means much more than believing in God’s Son come to 
earth. It means accepting the fact that God could be, and 
chose to be, and was humiliated….not just humble, but 
humiliated. Once he made the choice to drain the cup of 
suffering, there was no turning back. In the Upper Room 
when he bent to the basin, in Gethsemane when he       
accepted his Father’s will, on the cross when he refuses to 
drink drugged wine, Jesus was not just behaving like a   
human being. He was accepting once again, as he did all 
his life, the humiliation of suffering, the humiliation of  
being powerless, the humiliation of being human. He bent 
to the basin because a fully human being could find no 
other way of expressing infinite love. On the last night of 
his life, Jesus bends to the basin and brings us back to 
earth again, back to the world of suffering humanity 
where so many people every day feel the humiliation of 
being weak, broken, human. 
   Before you receive communion on Holy Thursday night, 
you will see your pastor bend to the basin at the feet of 
wounded people. Bend down with him, bend low with 
him and the Master, bend to the basin in thanksgiving 
that your flesh and their flesh and His flesh are one flesh.”
   (from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

 

   “The Roman Army had certain operating procedures for 
a condemned man. First he would be scourged, as a sign 
of his humiliation. Then his arms would be stretched out 
and tied to a single crosspiece which he would have to 
bear to the place of execution. When the condemned 
man reached the site of his death, he would be hoisted to 
the top of an upright pole already permanently implanted 
in the ground. His arms remained tied to the crosspiece 
or, in the case of Jesus, nails would be driven through his 
wrists. 
   Men would live for hours, sometimes days, suspended 
from the cross, staving off asphyxiation by stretching and 
bending their legs so air can flow into and out of their 
lungs. If the Sabbath occurred during the execution, 
guards would hasten death by breaking the legs of the 
crucified. On this night since the Sabbath began at 
nightfall, the Jewish leaders would have the legs broken of 
those  crucified next to Jesus only. Jesus was already dead 
due to the weight he bore to Calvary, not the weight of 
the crosspiece. Added to that was the weight of the sins 
of mankind. It is impossible for us to understand the     
meaning of a statement like, ‘He took upon himself the 
guilt of us all.’ The irony is that, although he committed 
no sin, Jesus accepted the guilt for each and every sin that 
man and woman committed and will commit. This is the 
burden he carried to Calvary. This is the weight that broke 
his heart. 
   Good Friday is a day to feel guilty. To feel the weight of 
your sins as they push down upon your soul. There is no 
greater burden than guilt. It crushes hope, distorts        
perspective, flattens the spirit. We would not have the 
strength to contemplate our guilt every day, but for one 
day we should try to experience at least part of what    
Jesus endured on the way to Calvary. Today we must try 
to feel what Jesus felt. The One who never sinned was 
crushed by my sins and yours. On this dark Friday, take up 
the burden and stagger under the load.”         
   (from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

Watch prayerfully and reflect: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odCwKveTcIg    

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baxQqo891tw    

Prayerfully watch and reflect: 

http://www.lds.org/bible-videos/videos/the-last-supper?lang=eng 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OOkBIrW60w  

Holy Thursday Good Friday 
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   Keeping  Triduum  2014 

   “It is unusually quiet in Jerusalem, even for a       
Sabbath. Yesterday’s incredible events have stunned 
the populace. There have been crucifixions before. 
But none have brought down upon the city an eclipse 
of the sun. None brought forth the bodies of the 
dead. 
  Jerusalem is quiet with relief. It is no accident that 
his mourners are hard to find. Some have fled the 
city. Others weep on borrowed pillows. Some recall 
the hushed tones of his miracles, his healings, his    
preaching. “He did…He was… He said…” Jesus of   
Nazareth has become a past tense. Today, perhaps, 
gone but not forgotten. Tomorrow, forgotten. 
   There is something unusual about your local church 
on this Saturday. It is now empty; it is bare, lacking 
any vestige of ceremony. The doors of the tabernacle 
swing wide open offering a glimpse of useless    
splendor. The altar stands stripped, embarrassed to 
admit where all can see; it is just a table. Abandoned 
by its family, it has no function. Your church this day 
is a little Jerusalem, bereft of life, echoing with      
yesterday’s jeers and supplication. 
   Except for one thing.  The difference between your 
church on this Saturday and Jerusalem on that long 
ago Sabbath is the factor of anticipation. There was 
no anticipation in Jerusalem. No one was waiting. 
The man was dead.   
   Spend this day waiting. If just waiting seems not 
enough for you, think of that Sabbath in Jerusalem 
when there was nothing to wait for. Think of that city 
burying its past in mournful memory, the bereaved 
taking their leave of the Master.  Back then, there 
was no hope. 
   Now we live in hope. We live in the hope that the 
Lord God’s answer will be no different from that    
welcomed by Noah, Abraham, Joseph, Moses,       
Ezekiel and Mary. The answer is a promise with new 
life.”         (from The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

 Take a few moments and listen to this video: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meTC2CCH3Fc  
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   “Again and again it is necessary for Jesus to reassure his 
disciples: ‘Do not be afraid. Peace. Do not be frightened. 
Peace be with you.’ This is not at all what the women        
expected early that morning. They came with oils to anoint 
the body – not a pleasant task, but a necessary time-
honored ritual of respect. They loved the Master and would 
perform for him this final act of mercy. 
   Approaching the tomb, they stepped into a new creation, 
a world of figures in dazzling white and guards lying          
paralyzed on the ground. Although Jesus had made many 
attempts to prepare his followers for these wonders, the 
habits of death are hard to break. 
   In three days, God had remade the world in the image of 
his Son. From the chaos of Good Friday emerged the Easter 
Man. No wonder Jesus had to counter the women’s fear. 
The very air was electric with a new kind of life; oxygen,  
nitrogen and immortality. 
   Two-thousand years later we are the sophisticated heirs of 
those frightened women. Centuries of tradition, a childhood 
of catechisms, a lifetime of sermons have had their effect. 
And that effect is too often a routine of creeds and liturgies 
that lull us into taking for granted the act of the world’s      
re-creation which is the core of our faith. We are not 
amazed anymore. 
   Easter Sunday is a day to examine our capacity for       
amazement, to take seriously the role so admirably filled by 
the eyewitnesses to the Resurrection. Our world has         
allowed us not to be easily amazed. Very little surprises us. 
Death in all is varied forms has thickened our skins. And in 
taking death for granted, we begin to take life for granted. 
   Easter challenges us to rediscover our fear of death and 
our awe of life. What we, who take Easter seriously,          
celebrate this day is the fact that the ever-rolling stream 
need not flow unchecked. With the women at the tomb we 
stand amazed at a Power greater that death dwelling 
among us. In the depths of our souls, the fear of death gives 
way to the bright promise of tomorrow. This is tomorrow. 
Christians, let us be amazed.”  (The Serious Season by Roger Swenson) 

Holy Saturday  Easter Sunday 

  Enjoy and Celebrate: 

     http://www.godtube.com/watch/?v=KL7KGLNX  

    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqnf0YW4xPE     

    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLGqavkDszU       
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